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The stylish South American capital with an epic
history stakes its claim as an international center
of cuisine, culture and design
By Jon Marcus • Photographs by javier pierini
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Painting the town Filete-style art
on a façade in the Abasto neighborhood;
opposite, Avenida Corrientes with El
Obelisco in the background

Three Perfect Days
b u e n o s A i re s

Center stage The refurbished Teatro Colón; opposite, from top, taking a stroll in the Recoleta neighborhood; dining at the steakhouse Fervor

brutal military dictatorships interspersed with
just off the avenue that honors the day Argen- fragile, contentious democracies (one featuring
tina won its independence from Spain, is the Eva “Evita” Perón, the charismatic first lady who
Teatro Colón. One of the most acoustically posthumously became an international icon).
perfect theaters in the world, the 2,500-seat Today, newly reopened after a three-year, $100
venue was designed by Italian architects using million renovation, the Teatro Colón is a symbol
Belgian and Austrian marble, with French of a thrumming metropolis as eclectic as they
furnishings and floors made of oak from the come, not only in its architecture, but also in
forests of Croatia. Like Buenos Aires itself, the its mélange of nationalities and cultures that
theater is a combination of the best of Europe, blends European sophistication and Latin spice.
built at a time when the emergent city
The result is a diverse, thriving city that
Want More?
sought to become the Paris of South
is wholly South American and, at the
Download
our iPad app.
America, before its tortured run of
same time, absolutely unlike any other.
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IN the heart of Buenos Aires,

DAY ONE | You check in at the Hotel
Panamericano (1) on Avenida 9 de Julio—
said to be the widest boulevard in the
world, with seven lanes in each direction,
plus four more each way on parallel side
streets—which runs north to south. From
the hotel’s grand lobby, with its ornately
tiled floor and soaring ceilings, you follow
a tuxedoed bellman to your room among
the upper suites and studios, and take in
the commanding view of El Obelisco, a
monument built in 1936 to commemorate
the city’s 400th anniversary.
January is summer in South America,
so you go outside and explore the grid of
streets fanning out from El Obelisco. At
the Plaza de Mayo (2), the symbolic center
of the city, you get your bearings with a
private tour from Eternautas (named for a
time traveler in an Argentine comic strip),
led by students and professors from the
University of Buenos Aires. The guides
separate Buenos Aires fact from mythology (of which there is no shortage) while
recommending the hippest cafés and
dance halls, or milongos.
Tour over, it’s time for a late lunch at Café
Tortoni (3), the oldest coffee shop in the
city, having opened in 1858. The Tortoni is
on Avenida de Mayo, which locals, known
as porteños, call the “Spanish Avenue” for
its architecture. The café is decidedly
French, however, with dark wood, stained
glass, historical photos, small tables and
neighborhood intellectuals holding court
beneath ornate high ceilings. “The tourist
who arrives in Buenos Aires has the entire
city in the Tortoni,” Argentine author José
Gobello has said.
An after-lunch stroll down Avenida 9
de Julio brings you to the Teatro Colón (4).
So extraordinary is this building that it’s
harder to get tickets for the one-hour tours
than for a performance; booking ahead
was smart. Past the gorgeous lobby and
anterooms, the U-shaped auditorium is
itself a breathtaking symphony of velvet
and gold leaf. In addition to operas from
April through December, there are concerts almost every Thursday and low-price
standing-room spots high in the balconies,
where the acoustics are purportedly the
best. Sometimes there’s a free chamber
concert scheduled in the gilded patrons’
room, which the local aristocracy modeled
on the Palace of Versailles.
Showing up for dinner any earlier
than 9 p.m. is déclassé in Argentina, so
you have plenty of time to amble along
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Avenida Corrientes (5), lined with bookshops and theaters. For your merienda,
or teatime snack, you pull up a stool at
the bar in one of the many pizzerias and
enjoy a little people-watching along with
your Argentine pizza, which is greasier
than what you’ve had elsewhere (though
deliciously so), with a doughier crust.
Before heading back to the hotel,
you join the flood of workers coursing
through the chaotic pedestrian retail
strip of Calle Florida and make a quick
stop for a cucurucho clásico, a cone of
Argentina’s famously rich ice cream, at
the Freddo (6) window. You opt for the
chocolate amargo, studded with big
chunks of chocolate—and are instantly
hooked. Fortunately, though maybe not
for your waistline, there are Freddo cafés
all over town.
After a nap at the hotel, you arrive
for your 10:30 dinner reservation at the
extraordinary restaurant housed in the
Panamericano, Tomo 1 (7), which serves
haute riffs on classic porteño fare in a
sleek contemporary setting. You’re saving
room for all the world-renowned Argentine steak you’ll be eating tomorrow, so
you order the classic spinach ravioli. Sated
from the food and a few glasses of local
malbec from the extensive wine list, you
call it a day.

SECOND ACT El Ateneo Grand Splendid,
a bookstore housed in a former theater on
Avenida Santa Fe; opposite, Calle Florida
bustles at night

the inside scoop from those In the know illustrations by Peter James Field

Emmanuel Burgio
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First Lady

Gabriela Troncoso

Martin Rosberg

Founder, Blue Parallel,
a custom tour company

General manager, Tomo 1
restaurant

Director, Fierro Hotel,
Palermo Hollywood

“On Saturdays, I like to visit MALBA
and have a bite on the terrace of Café
des Arts, then tour art galleries like
Galeriá Zurbarán or auction houses
such as Arroyo Remates—both in the
same neighborhood in Centro.”

“I love to just walk through the city.
Every weekend you will find new
things. I like to sit in the Rosedal, a
little park full of roses in the Palermo
Woods, with my Yorkie, Ninna, and
talk to other people walking there.
It’s our Central Park.”

“Take a break in the afternoon in the
cafés inside the bookstores Eterna
Cadencia and Libros del Pasaje in
Palermo to read and drink good coffee.
Or go for a standup lunch at Fitz Roll on
Fitz Roy Street. It’s a healthy, inexpensive place that opens only for lunch.”
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Local Knowledge

frock star An ensemble once worn
by Argentine political and style icon
Eva Perón, at Museo Evita

DAY two | After a late start, you make
your way back to the Plaza de Mayo and
locate the narrow Calle Defensa, main drag
of the newly hip San Telmo neighborhood,
abutting its southern side. The wealthy who
populated this part of Buenos Aires in the
19th century fled after a yellow fever epidemic and rebuilt in the northern districts
of Recoleta and Palermo, but now affluent
porteños are returning, and Defensa has
become a strip of shops and art galleries
reflecting the growing local fashion and
design scenes (Buenos Aires has been
named by UNESCO as one of three Cities

of Design, along with Montreal and Berlin).
Your bellman tipped you off to a great
lunch spot in La Boca, a working-class
neighborhood just south of San Telmo. So
you head to the friendly, family-style
Don Carlos (1), a classic local joint favored
by Francis Ford Coppola (ask to see the
owner’s photo album, and you’ll note that
the director’s visits have been meticulously
chronicled). There’s no menu, but the
food—cooked in an asado, or open-mouth
oven—is great. After asking, “Meat or pasta?”
the owner brings you course after course,
from entrée (which, confusingly, means

Eva Perón remains the pride
of the porteños
Seriously, don’t cry for Evita.
Sixty years after the death
of the Argentine first lady
who soaked the rich to help
the poor—and, not coincidentally, her husband’s political
prospects—Eva “Evita” Perón
is omnipresent in Buenos
Aires. Her story may be a
mix of fact and myth, but it is
indisputably mesmerizing.
Museo Evita tells the
sanitized version preferred by
her family, assembling it with
the help of newsreel footage,
personal mementos and her
famous dresses, shoes and
hats. Housed in an Italian
Renaissance–style mansion
transformed by Evita in 1948
into a shelter for women and
children, the museum also
has an excellent café with a
beautiful garden.
Evita never said the words
ascribed to her by the Andrew
Lloyd Webber musical. But
there is this, from one of the
many fawning plaques placed
on her tomb in Recoleta
Cemetery: “Don’t cry for me,
Argentina,” it reads. “I remain
quite near to you.”
Hemispheresmagazine.com • January 2012
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Three Perfect Days
rib strip, or asado de tira, from the same one offers lessons, so without any excuses,
“appetizer,” and here includes a steak) to
part of the cow as the ribs Americans like you end your day like an Argentine: very,
postre (dessert).
You’re barely able to make it the few to barbecue, but cut crossways. You substi- very late at night, dancing.
tute the ubiquitous seasoned frites—the
blocks to Caminito (2), an unabashedly
fries Argentines seem to eat with every- DAY three | Following breakfast in the
touristy destination of shops, tango bars
winter garden at the Alvear, you take a
thing—for a side of sublime mashed
and conventillos, the rickety houses built of
cheap wood or corrugated metal by immi- potatoes. Thinking ahead, you request a short walk to the Cementerío de la Recoleta
(1), a necropolis crowded with 6,400 tombs
half portion ...
grants and dressed up with brightly colored
… Because it’s time to tango. Like every- and mausoleums. The Jim Morrison of the
paint they “borrowed” from the port. By
Recoleta is Eva Perón, buried with her sister
thing else in Argentina, this dramatic dance
1910, half the residents of Buenos Aires were
among, ironically, the monimmigrants, mostly Europeeyed aristocracy for whom
ans, thanks to an open-door
she had such disdain (see
policy intended to populate
“First Lady,” page 85). If you
the vast countryside;
have trouble finding her in
La Boca was the neighborthe labyrinthine cemetery,
hood where many started
follow the crowds.
out. It was here, in La Boca’s
You make your way
plentiful brothels, that the
down picturesque Avetango was invented. Today,
nida Presidente Figueroa
Caminito is a splash of color
Alcorta to another of the
in this sometimes sketchy
city’s jewels, the 10-year-old
neighborhood. You snag a
Museo de Arte Latinoamerisofa in the rooftop café of
cano de Buenos Aires (2), or
contemporary art museum
MALBA, which showcases
Fundación Proa (3) for
what is arguably the contitoday’s merienda: the cusnent’s finest modern Latin
tomary hot ham and cheese
American art collection in
(jamón y queso) sandwich,
galleries clustered around
simple but delicious.
Latin Luxury Clockwise from top, Alvear Palace Hotel; tango at Salon Canning;
a light-filled atrium. The
It’s time to move your white salmon at Hernan Gipponi; opposite, contemporary art at MALBA
menu at the museum’s
base of operations to the
standout café was designed
north. You splurge on the
by Jean-Paul Bondoux, the
80-year-old Alvear Palace
French chef at the elegant
Hotel (4), considered the
La Bourgogne in Recoleta,
ritziest hotel in South
so you decide to grab an
America, with its gold
outdoor table and order
fixtures, marble embela lunch of braised squid
lishments, personal
paired with a nice Argenbutlers, cigar bar and flawtine white.
less white-glove service. It’s
Next, it’s time to shop
in the exclusive Recoleta
your way through Recoleta
neighborhood, where you
and Palermo—a vibrant,
discover wide streets, green
rapidly changing section
spaces and mansions built
of the city—starting at
by the Argentine aristocEl Ateneo Grand Splendid (3),
racy, who moved here from
a former theater that is
San Telmo and made their
now one of the grandest
fortunes supplying the
bookstores you’ll ever see.
world with beef and other
You follow your nose to
agricultural commodities.
Dinner tonight is at Fervor (5), a steak- is a blend of cultures: Spanish, French, Ital- Fueguia (4), a shop selling candles, perian and African. The woman sits; the man fumes and room scents made from South
house named for a poem by Jorge Luis
nods; they join and the dance begins. Skip- American flora; customers can even create
Borges, beloved bard of Buenos Aires.
their own fragrances in a “lab” featuring
Located just a short block from the hotel, ping the pricey tango dinner shows (which
tiny sample drawers.
the art deco showpiece is appointed largely are for tourists), you watch and join in with
You cap off the culinary portion of
the locals at Salon Canning (6), a milongo
in leather, with linen tablecloths and
bowtied waiters in long aprons circulating in the Palermo Soho section. Milongos your visit with the nine-course tasting
around the main floor and balcony. After typically don’t open until after 9, and don’t menu at Hernan Gipponi (5). Named for its
enjoying the hot biscuits, you dig into the really get going until well past that. This chef, who trained in Spain and cooked in
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Day One
(1) Hotel Panamericano 551 Carlos
Pellegrini; Tel: 4348-5000
(2) Plaza de Mayo
(3) Café Tortoni 825 Av. de Mayo;
Tel: 4342-4328
(4) Teatro Colón 628 Cerrito;
Tel: 4382-0208
(5) Avenida Corrientes Avenida Corrientes at Avenida 9 de Julio
(6) Freddo 428 Calle Florida;
Tel: 800-333-7333
(7) Tomo 1 521 Carlos Pellegrini;
Tel: 4326-6698
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Day Two
(1) Don Carlos 699 Brandsen; Tel:
4362-2433
(2) Caminito Magallanes at Del Valle
Iberlucea
(3) Fundación Proa 1929 Av. Pedro de
Mendoza; Tel: 4104-1000
(4) Alvear Palace Hotel 1891 Av. Alvear;
Tel: 4808-2100
(5) Fervor 1519 Posadas; Tel: 48044944
(6) Salon Canning 1331 Av. Rául
Scalabrini Ortiz; Tel: 4832-6753

Day Three
(1) Cementerío de la Recoleta 1790
Junín; Tel: 4803-1594
(2) Museo de Arte Latinoamericano de
Buenos Aires 3415 Av. Pres. Figueroa
Alcorta; Tel: 4808-6500
(3) El Ateneo Grand Splendid 1860 Av.
Santa Fe; Tel: 4813-6052
(4) Fueguia 3791 2J Cabello; Tel:
4806-5619
(5) Hernan Gipponi 5862 Soler; Tel:
3220-6820
(6) Ocho7ocho 878 Thames; Tel:
4773-1098
map by steve stankiewicz

Valencia and at the Guggenheim Bilbao,
this year-old avant-garde restaurant offers
top-flight local ingredients in adventurous combinations: rabbit confit with dried
olives and edible flowers, for instance, and
a dessert made out of Tic Tacs. There’s a
garden in the back, Argentine jazz on the
speakers and a hip, young clientele everywhere you look.
After dinner, you hit Ocho7ocho (6)
in Palermo Hollywood, a neighborhood
named for the film and TV studios and
Argentine celebrities who live there.
There’s no sign outside—as with many
bars in Buenos Aires, there’s just a door and
a doorman, who lets you into a lively room
with dark lighting and inventive cocktails.
Here, immersed in the after-hours scene
of Palermo, you find a line from Borges is
running through your head. “Nothing is
built on stone,” he wrote. “All is built on
sand. But we must build as if the sand were
stone.” Despite its turbulent past, Buenos
Aires is built as if on stone, you think—a
confident and eclectic mix of influences
and history worthy of a drama on the stage
of the Teatro Colón.

Hemispheres contributor Jon Marcus
admits that “Don’t Cry for Me, Argentina”
was running through his head the whole time
he was in Buenos Aires.

SPecial Blend Lunch and conversation
at Café Tortoni, the oldest coffee shop in
Buenos Aires; left, the colorful Caminito in La
Boca, birthplace of the tango
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